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MINUTES OF THE TAURANGA BRIDGE CLUB COMMITTEE MEETING HELD VIA ZOOM AND PHONE, ON 

TUESDAY 21 APRIL 2020 AT 7:30PM 
 
 

PRESENT:  Kate Terry (Chair), Chris Buckley, Jocelyn Buchanan, Belinda Ford, Bruce 
Gibson, Peter Hagan, Karen Martelletti, John Masters, Mike Newton, Janice 
Simpson, Jill Ussher,  Pat Ware, Norm Silcock 

 
APOLOGIES:  Sue Handley                             Jocelyn / Chris CARRIED 
 
MINUTES: That the minutes of the previous meeting held on 17 March as circulated are 

confirmed.                                       Peter / Mike CARRIED 
 
MATTERS ARISING AND ACTION LIST 
1 Painting of the Bar 
 This project will be placed on hold while the club is in lockdown and reactivated once an 

appropriate Alert level is reached. 
 
2 Air Conditioning 
 This project is also in hold.  
 
3 Ventilation 
 Bruce advised the project was on hold. 
 
Action List updated 29 April 2020 
 

 

 
 

Item Action Required By whom Due Date 

1 Air Conditioning 
Monitor performance & Advance 
replacement project 

All Report May 2020 

2 
Profit and Loss 
Table 

Inclusion of both budget and past year’s 
figures 

John Report May 2020 

3 
Ventilation of Toilet 
Areas 

Installation Bruce Report May 2020 

4 
Bar and Main room 
storage unit 

Painting  Kate/Karen Report May 2020 

5 
Daytime Champ 
events 

Format to allow all boards to be played Norm Report May 2020 

6 Fund Raising  Ideas for fundraising for NZ Reps All Report May 2020 
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CORRESPONDENCE 
Correspondence is listed at the end of these minutes. 
 
Correspondence - that the inward be received and the outward approved  

Karen / Jill CARRIED 
  

1 Karen reported that the Club Financial Health Survey received from NZ Bridge had been 
completed – see the Finance section below. 

 
2 Chess Power 
 The Club has been approached by a national Chess organisation to be the venue for a 

series of children’s regional chess events, to be held on the first Sunday of each month – 
Alert levels permitting. The Committee agreed that his would be a great use for the rooms 
and confirmed the booking. 

   
SUGGESTIONS 
No suggestions were received. 
 
MEMBERSHIP 
No membership changes have been advised. 

 
HEALTH & SAFETY 
Kate emphasised that the health, safety and wellbeing of our members is our priority concern 
both during lockdown and when bridge resumes. 
 
Karen advised that NZ Bridge is currently working on a document to provide information and 
recommendations to clubs of what the new normal activities may look like under the various 
Alert levels. Once this has been received Kate and Bruce Inglis (the Health & Safety Officer) 
will incorporate this into the Pandemic Response section of the Health & Safety Manual. 
 
The Committee agreed that it was unlikely that the Club would resume anywhere near normal 
operations until at least Alert level 1 conditions were achieved. When club activities did restart 
a number of protocols will need to be established to ensure a safe return to normal activities. 
Janice advised that she has experience in this area and access to information through her 
work and will work with the Health & Safety team.  
 
 

7 
Health & Safety 
Manual 

Information page of pandemic response  Kate / Bruce Inglis Report May 2020 

8` Carpark Obtain Quotes for resealing Peter Report May 2020 

9 Sponsorship Report on Sponsorship Payments Chris Report May 2020 
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WELFARE 
Pat reported that members are coping with the lockdown well and have been most appreciative 
of the newsletters via e-mail and the phone calls by the Welfare Team. 
 
ETIQUETTE 
Kate noted that when bridge resumes the first etiquette topic will be to remind players why 
we are there – to have fun! 
 
FINANCE 
John reported that modelling had been done of the Club’s financial position based on a 
curtailment of club activities for between 2 to 6 months. The results of this indicated the club’s 
finances were in good shape with a worst case scenario predicting the club sustaining a loss 
of $15,000 in the current financial year, this after making allowance for $18,500 for 
depreciation. 
 
John commented that the financial strength of the club was thanks to: 

- the prudence of past and present committees of living within their means and 
establishing reserves 

- timely reviews and setting of realistic subscriptions and table money fees 
- seeking grants to assist with major expenditure projects 

 
The Committee then discussed reduction of the club’s on-going costs during the lockdown: 

- Some costs such as the rates and insurance cannot be avoided  
- Relief from the lease of the parking area across the road is most unlikely as determined 

negotiations had been required to establish the present level of payment 
- NZ Bridge player levies for the full year had already been collected as part of players’ 

subscriptions and will be paid as required, however, with the cancellation of club 
sessions and tournaments, masterpoint charges will be significantly reduced for the 
year 

- Some relief from the copier lease will be sought 
- With the clubrooms not in use the power bills will reduce and unnecessary equipment 

such as the air conditioning, water heating and fridges will be switched off 
- The Government Wages Subsidy has been received to cover the Administrator’s salary 

for 3 months 
- It was agreed that the Gillian, our Tea lady, would be paid only for cancelled daytime 

sessions up until and including 24 April. 
 
A list of payments was presented.  
 
That the Financial Report be received and the accounts paid and to be paid be approved 

John / Janice CARRIED 
 
With several events already cancelled, and more likely to be cancelled, Chris asked about our 
obligation to our sponsors. Karen noted that all of our sponsors have received their  
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programme advertising and that they can also be recognised at BBO sessions and increased 
promotion later in the year. 
 
Kate requested a summary of sponsorship payments to date, both cash payments and 
vouchers. Chris agreed to compile this information for presentation at the next meeting.  
 
TASK REPORTS 
1 Maintenance 
 Nothing to report. 
 
2 Purchasing 
 Janice will arrange for good stocks of essential items, such as hand sanitiser, to be 

on hand when normal sessions resume. 
 
3 Clubrooms 
 The cleaning contract has been temporarily suspended but will be a vital component 

in our return to normality and Adrienne (our cleaner) will be contacted to discuss the 
situation. It was suggested that the pre-restart clean should include cleaning all of the 
chairs. 

 
WAIKATO-BAY REGION AND NZ BRIDGE 
Karen advised that: 

- The Inter Provincial Trials scheduled for 9 & 10 May have been cancelled and that 
teams for the Inter Provincial Championship later in the year will be selected 

- Given the situation with Covid-19, NZ Bridge has withdrawn its entry of all its teams to 
the World Bridge Championships scheduled to be played in Italy in August. The World 
Bridge Federation have subsequently decided to postpone the event until early 2021. 

- A decision as to whether the 2020 NZ Congress will go ahead will be made in June.    
 
GENERAL BUSINESS 
 
1 But Bridge Goes On … 

Mike Neels of Cambridge has organised daily on-line bridge sessions via Bridge Base 
On-line (BBO) through the Waikato-Bays website mainly for intermediate and junior 
players. Various clubs in the region are hosting these events; having received a 
“Director’s Licence” from BBO, Karen will host the Thursday afternoon session. 
 
Karen advised that from next week there will also be a Tuesday afternoon session aimed 
at Tauranga and Mount Maunganui Club members only, and if that is a success a Friday 
afternoon session will also be started. 
 
Information on all of this will be posted on our website. 
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It was suggested that perhaps the first signs of bridge at the club once the restrictions 
are eased may be small groups playing via electronic device (not cards) so that social 
distancing can be maintained. 

 
2 Tournaments 
 2.1 Charity Tournament 

 Although Mike reported positive feedback from the local Plunket committee 
nothing has yet been formalised given the current situation. 

 
2.2 Bay Pairs Round 2 (24th May) 
 This event has been cancelled. 
 

3 Lessons 
 In consultation with Carolyn Parker we will consider what the restart of the lesson 

programme will look like once Alert Level 2 is reached.  
 
         
MEETING CLOSED:  8:55PM 
  
 
NEXT MEETING: TUESDAY 19 MAY 2020 AT 7:30PM 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------  -------------------------------- 
  President       Date 
 
 
 
 
CORRESPONDENCE 
 
Inward 
1. NZ Bridge – New from the Chair #2 
2. NZ Bridge – 2020 International Teams 
3. NZ Bridge – Club Level Directors Exams 
4. NZ Bridge – Updated Active Directors List 
5. NZ Bridge – Club Financial Wellbeing Survey 
6. Bob Fearn – thank you 
7. Chess Power – Room Hire for series of Chess events 
 
Outward 
1. NZ Bridge – Club Financial Wellbeing Survey 

 

 


